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Abstract
This text is an updated version of material used for a course at
Universite´ de Nantes, part of ‘Functor homology and applications’,
April 23-27, 2012. The proof [30], [31] by Touze´ of my conjecture on
cohomological finite generation (CFG) has been one of the successes
of functor homology. We will not treat this proof in any detail. In-
stead we will focus on a formality conjecture of Cha lupnik and discuss
ingredients of a second generation proof [33] of the existence of the
universal classes of Touze´.
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1 The CFG theorem
In its most basic form the CFG theorem of [31] reads
Theorem 1.1 (Cohomological Finite Generation) Let G be a reductive
algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k, and let A be a finitely gen-
erated commutative k-algebra on which G acts algebraically via algebra au-
tomorphisms. Then the cohomology algebra H∗(G,A) is a finitely generated
graded k-algebra.
An essential ingredient in the proof of this theorem is the existence of
certain universal cohomology classes. They were constructed by Touze´ in
[30]. We will discuss methods used in the new construction [33] of these
classes.
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2 Some history
Let us give some background. First there is invariant theory [3], [15], [28].
Classical invariant theory looked at the following situation. (We will give a
very biased description, full of anachronisms.) Say the algebraic Lie group
G(C) := SLn(C) acts on a finite dimensional complex vector space V with
dual V ∨. Then it also acts on the symmetric algebra A = S∗
C
(V ∨) of polyno-
mial maps from V to C. One is interested in the subalgebra AG(C) of elements
fixed by G(C). It is called the subalgebra of invariants. More generally, if
W is another finite dimensional complex vector space on which G(C) acts,
then W ⊗C A encodes the polynomial maps from V to W . The subspace
(W ⊗C A)
G of fixed points or invariants in W ⊗C A corresponds with the
equivariant polynomial maps from V to W . This subspace of invariants is
a module over the algebra of invariants AG(C). When n = 2 and V is ir-
reducible Gordan (1868) showed in a constructive manner that AG(C) is a
finitely generated algebra [13]. Our V corresponds with his ‘binary forms of
degree d’, with d = dimV − 1. Hilbert (1890) generalized Gordan’s theorem
nonconstructively to arbitrary n and—encouraged by an incorrect claim of
Maurer—asked in his 14-th problem to prove that this finite generation of
invariants is a very general fact about actions of algebraic Lie groups on do-
mains of finite type over C. A counterexample of Nagata (1959) showed this
was too optimistic, but by then it was understood that finite generation of
invariants holds for compact connected real Lie groups (cf. Hurwitz 1897)
as well as for their complexifications, also known as the connected reductive
complex algebraic Lie groups (Weyl 1926). Finite groups have been treated
by Emmy Noether (1926) [24], so connectedness may be dropped. (Algebraic
Lie groups have finitely many connected components.)
Mumford (1965) needed finite generation of invariants for reductive al-
gebraic groups over fields of arbitrary characteristic in order to construct
moduli spaces. In his book Geometric Invariant Theory [22] he introduced
a condition, often referred to as geometric reductivity, that he conjectured
to be true for reductive algebraic groups and that he conjectured to imply
finite generation of invariants. These conjectures were confirmed by Haboush
(1975) [16] and Nagata (1964) [23] respectively. Nagata treated any algebra
of finite type over the base field, not just domains. We adopt this gener-
ality. It rather changes the problem of finite generation of invariants. For
instance, counterexamples to finite generation of invariants are now easy to
find already when the Lie group G(C) is C with addition as operation. (See
Exercise 2.1.)
[We now understand that over an arbitrary commutative noetherian base
ring the right counterpart of Mumford’s geometric reductivity is not the
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geometric reductivity of Seshadri (1977) but the power reductivity of Franjou
and van der Kallen (2010) [12], which is actually equivalent to the finite
generation property.]
Let us say that G satisfies property (FG) if, whenever G acts on a com-
mutative algebra of A finite type over k, the ring of invariants AG is also
finitely generated over k. So then the theorem of Haboush and Nagata says
that connected reductive algebraic groups over a field have property (FG).
Of course the action of G on A should be consistent with the nature of G
and A respectively. Thus if G is an algebraic group, then the action should
be algebraic and the multiplication map A⊗k A→ A should be equivariant.
We will be interested in the cohomology algebra H∗(G,A) of a geomet-
rically reductive group G acting on a commutative algebra A of finite type
over a base field k. Or, more generally, a power reductive affine flat algebraic
group scheme G acting on a commutative algebra A of finite type over a
noetherian commutative base ring k. Observe that H0(G,A) is just the alge-
bra of invariants AG, which we know to be finitely generated. The H i(G,−)
are the right derived functors of the functor V 7→ V G.
My conjecture was that the full algebra H∗(G,A) is finitely generated
when k is field and G is a geometrically reductive group (or group scheme).
Let us say thatG satisfies the cohomological finite generation property (CFG)
if, whenever G acts on a commutative algebra A of finite type over k, the
cohomology algebra H∗(G,A) is also finitely generated over k. So my con-
jecture was that if the base ring k is a field and an affine algebraic group (or
group scheme) G over k satisfies property (FG) then it actually satisfies the
stronger property (CFG). This was proved by Touze´ [30], by constructing
classes c[m] in Ext groups in the category of strict polynomial bifunctors of
Franjou and Friedlander [10]. If the base field has characteristic zero then
there is little to do, because then (FG) implies that H>0(G,A) vanishes.
One may ask if (CFG) also holds when the base ring is not a field but
just noetherian and G = GLn say. This question is still open for n ≥ 3. But
see [35].
We are not aware of striking applications of the general (CFG) theorem,
but investigating the (CFG) conjecture has led to new insights [34]. The
conjecture also fits into a long story where special cases have been very
useful. The case of a finite group was treated by Evens (1961) [9] and this
has been the starting point for the theory of support varieties [2, Chapter
5]. In this theory one exploits a connection between the rate of growth of
a minimal projective resolution and the dimension of a ‘support variety’,
which is a subvariety of the spectrum of Heven(G, k). The case of finite group
schemes over a field (these are group schemes whose coordinate ring is a
finite dimensional vector space) turned out to be ‘surprisingly elusive’. It
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was finally settled by Friedlander and Suslin (1997) [11]. For this they had
to invent strict polynomial functors and compute with certain Ext groups in
the category of strict polynomial functors. Again their result was crucial for
developing a theory of support varieties, now for finite group schemes.
As H>0(G, k) vanishes for reductive G, there is no obvious theory of
support varieties for reductive G.
Exercise 2.1 (Additive group is not reductive) Let G = C with addi-
tion as group operation. Make G act on M = C2 by x · (a, b) = (a + xb, b).
Projection onto the second factor of C2 defines a surjective equivariant linear
map M → C with G acting trivially on the target. It induces a map of sym-
metric algebras S∗
C
(M) → S∗
C
(C). View S∗
C
(C) as an S∗
C
(M)-module. Show
that the algebra of invariants in the finite type C-algebra S∗S∗
C
(M)(S
∗
C
(C)) is
not finitely generated. Hint: Exploit the trigrading.
Reductivity can be thought of as what one needs to avoid this example and
its relatives. Reductivity of an affine algebraic group G over an algebraically
closed field forbids that the connected component of the identity of G (for the
Zariski topology) has a normal algebraic subgroup isomorphic to the additive
group underlying a nonzero vector space. Originally reductivity referred to
representations being completely reducible, but this meaning was abandoned
in order to include groups over fields of positive characteristic that look pretty
much like reductive groups over C. For example GLn is reductive, but when
the ground field has positive characteristic, GLn has representations that are
not completely reducible. Indeed in positive characteristic the category of
representations of GLn has interesting Ext groups and this is our subject.
3 Some basic notions, notations and facts for
group schemes
Let us now assume less familiarity with algebraic groups or group schemes.
3.1 Rings and algebras
Every ring has a unit and ring homomorphisms are unitary. Our base ring
k is commutative noetherian and most of the time a field of characteristic
p > 0, in fact just Fp. Let Rgk denote the category of commutative k-algebras.
An object R of Rgk is a commutative ring together with a homomorphism
k → R. We write R ∈ Rgk to indicate that R is an object of Rgk. The
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same convention will be used for other categories. When C is a category, Cop
denotes the opposite category. Let Gp be the category of groups.
3.2 Group schemes
A functor G : Rgk → Gp is called an affine flat algebraic group scheme
over k if G is representable [36, 1.2], [19] by a flat k-algebra of finite type,
which is then known as the coordinate ring k[G] of G [7], [18], [36]. Recall
that this means that for every R in Rgk one is given a bijection between
HomRgk(k[G], R) and G(R), thus providing HomRgk(k[G], R) with a group
structure, functorial in R. In particular one has the unit element ǫ : k[G]→ k
in the group G(k) ∼= HomRgk(k[G], k). This ǫ is also known as the augmen-
tation map of k[G]. In the group HomRgk(k[G], k[G] ⊗k k[G]) one has the
elements x : f 7→ f ⊗ 1 and y : f 7→ 1⊗ f with product xy known as the co-
multiplication ∆G : k[G]→ k[G]⊗k k[G]. These maps ǫ, ∆G make k[G] into a
Hopf algebra [36, 1.4]. (There is also an antipode.) If g, h ∈ HomRgk(k[G], R)
then gh in G(R) is just mR ◦ (g ⊗ h) ◦∆G, where mR : R ⊗k R → R is the
multiplication map of R.
3.3 G-modules
We will be working in the category ModG of G-modules. A G-module
or representation of G is simply a comodule [36, 3.2] for the Hopf alge-
bra k[G]. In functorial language this means that one is given a k-module
V with an action of G(R) on V ⊗k R by R-linear endomorphisms, func-
torially in the commutative k-algebra R. In particular, the identity map
k[G] → k[G] viewed as an element of G(k[G]) acts by a k[G]-linear map
V ⊗k k[G] → V ⊗k k[G] and the composite of this k[G]-linear map with
v 7→ v⊗1 is the comultiplication ∆V : V → V ⊗k k[G] defining the comodule
structure of V . If g ∈ HomRgk(k[G], R)
∼= G(R), then it acts on V ⊗k R as
v ⊗ r 7→ (id ⊗ g)(∆V (v))r. The category ModG has useful properties only
under the assumption that G is flat over k. That is why we always make this
assumption. Flatness is of course automatic when k is a field. Geometers
should be warned that it is a mistake to restrict attention to representa-
tions that are representable. So while our group functors are schemes, our
representations need not be. For instance, in the (CFG) conjecture finite
dimensional algebras A are of less interest. And if A is infinite dimensional
as a vector space then as a representation it is no scheme.
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3.4 Invariants
One may define the submodule V G of fixed vectors or invariants of a repre-
sentation V and get a natural isomorphism HomModG(k, V )
∼= V G, where k
also stands for the representation ktriv with underlying module k and trivial
G action.
3.5 Cohomology of G-modules
The category ModG is abelian with enough injectives. We write HomG for
HomModG and ExtG for ExtModG . Cohomology is simply defined as follows:
H i(G, V ) := ExtiG(k, V ).
It may be computed [18, I 4.14–4.16] as the cohomology of the Hochschild
complex C•(V ) = (V ⊗k C
•(k[G]))G. There is a differential graded algebra
(=DGA) structure on C•(k[G]) = k[G]⊗(•+1). Let R ∈ Rgk be provided with
an action of G. So R is a G-module and the multiplication R⊗k R→ R is a
G-module map. If u ∈ Cr(G,R) and v ∈ Cs(G,R), then u ∪ v is defined in
simplified notation by
(u ∪ v)(g1, . . . gr+s) = u(g1, . . . , gr).
g1···grv(gr+1, . . . , gr+s),
where gr denotes the image of r ∈ R under the action of g. With this cup
product C∗(G,R) is a differential graded algebra.
Remark 3.6 We have followed [18] in that we have used inhomogenous
cochains, although for C•(k[G]) homogeneous cochains might be more nat-
ural. Thus one could take as alternative starting point a differential graded
algebra C•hom(k[G]) with C
i
hom(k[G]) = k[G]
⊗(i+1) and differential d as sug-
gested by (df)(g0, g1, g2) = f(g1, g2)−f(g0, g2)+f(g0, g1). View C
i
hom(k[G]) as
G-module through left translation as in gf(g0, · · · , gi) = f(g
−1g0, · · · , g
−1gi).
Then H i(G, V ) may be computed as the cohomology of (V ⊗k C
•
hom(k[G]))
G.
3.7 Symmetric and divided powers
For simplicity let k be a field. If V is a finite dimensional vector space
and n ≥ 1, we have an action of the symmetric group Sn on V
⊗n and
the n-th symmetric power Sn(V ) is the module of coinvariants [4, II 2]
(V ⊗n)Sn = H0(Sn, V
⊗n) for this action. Dually the n-th divided power Γn(V )
is the module of invariants (V ⊗n)Sn [8], [27]. One has Γn(V )∨ ∼= Sn(V ∨).
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Both S∗ and Γ∗ are exponential functors. That is, one has
Sn(V ⊕W ) =
n⊕
i=0
Si(V )⊗k S
n−i(W )
and similarly
Γn(V ⊕W ) =
n⊕
i=0
Γi(V )⊗k Γ
n−i(W ).
3.8 Tori
A very important example of an algebraic group scheme is the multiplicative
group Gm. It associates to R its group of invertible elements R
∗. The coordi-
nate ring k[Gm] is the Laurent polynomial ring k[X,X
−1]. Any Gm-module
V is a direct sum of weight spaces Vi on which ∆V equals v 7→ v⊗X
i. Weight
spaces are nonzero by definition.
Exercise 3.9 Prove this decomposition into weight spaces. Rewrite
k[X,X−1] ⊗k k[X,X
−1] as k[X,X−1, Y, Y −1] where X ⊗ 1 is written as X
and 1⊗X as Y , so that ∆GmX = XY . Use that if ∆V v =
∑
i πi(v)X
i, then∑
i πi(v)(XY )
i =
∑
i,j πj(πi(v))X
iY j.
More generally the direct product T of r copies of Gm, known as a torus
T of rank r has as coordinate ring the Laurent polynomial ring in r variables
k[X1, X
−1
1 , · · · , Xr, X
−1
r ]. Again any T -module V is a direct sum of nonzero
weight spaces Vλ where now the weight λ is an r-tuple of integers and ∆V
restricts to v 7→ v ⊗ Xλ11 · · ·X
λr
r on Vλ. So a weight space is spanned by
simultaneous eigenvectors with common eigenvalues and every T -module is
diagonalizable. The invariants in a T -module are the elements of weight zero.
Taking invariants is exact on ModT and H
>0(T, V ) always vanishes.
3.10 The additive group
The group scheme Ga sends a k-algebra R to the underlying additive group.
The coordinate ring of Ga is k[X ] with ∆Ga(X) = X⊗1+1⊗X . Recall that
the additive group is not reductive. It has no property (FG). (Redo exercise
2.1 with k replacing C.) If k is a field of characteristic p > 0 then H1(Ga, k)
is already infinite dimensional, so even with such small coefficient module
the cohomology explodes. Thus cohomological finite generation is definitely
tied with reductivity.
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3.11 General linear group
Let n ≥ 1. The group scheme GLn associates to R the group GLn(R) of n by
n matrices with entries in R and with invertible determinant. Its coordinate
ring k[GLn] is k[Mn][1/det], where k[Mn], also known as the coordinate ring of
the monoid of n by n matrices, is the polynomial ring k[X11, X12, · · · , Xnn] in
n2 variables X11, X12, · · · , Xnn and det is the determinant of the matrix (Xij).
A ring homomorphism φ : k[Mn]→ R corresponds with the matrix (φ(Xij))
and φ extends to k[GLn] if and only if this matrix is invertible. One sees that
indeed HomRgk(k[GLn], R)
∼= GLn(R). If n = 1 we are back at Gm, but as
soon as n ≥ 2 the representation theory becomes much more interesting. In
fact there is a lemma (cf. [31, Lemma 1.7]) telling that for proving my (CFG)
conjecture over a field k it suffices to show that the reductive group scheme
G = GLn has (CFG), in particular for large n. The lemma explains why the
homological algebra of strict polynomial bifunctors becomes so relevant: As
we will see, it encodes what happens to H•(GLn, Vn) as n becomes large, for
a certain kind of coefficients Vn.
3.12 Polynomial representations
Let k be a field until further notice. One calls a finite dimensional repre-
sentation V of GLn a polynomial representation if the action is given by
polynomials, meaning that ∆V factors trough the embedding V ⊗k k[Mn]→
V ⊗k k[GLn]. And one calls it homogeneous of degree d if moreover ∆V lands
in V ⊗k k[Mn]d, where k[Mn]d consists of polynomials homogeneous of total
degree d. If one lets Gm act on k[Mn] by algebra automorphisms giving the
variables Xij weight one and k weight zero, then k[Mn]d is just the weight
space of weight d. Polynomial representations were studied by Schur in his
thesis (1901). The Schur algebra Sk(n, d) can be described as Γ
d(Endk(k
n))
with multiplication obtained by restricting the usual algebra structure on
Endk(k
n)⊗d given by (f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fd)(g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ gd) = f1g1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fdgd. The
category of finitely generated left Sk(n, d)-modules is equivalent to the cate-
gory of finite dimensional polynomial representations of degree d of GLn [11,
§3].
3.13 Frobenius twist of a representation
Let p be a prime number and k = Fp. The group scheme GLn admits a Frobe-
nius homomorphism F : GLn → GLn that sends a matrix (aij) ∈ GLn(R)
to (apij). If V is a representation of GLn then one gets a new representation
V (1), called the Frobenius twist, by precomposing with F . If V is a polyno-
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mial representation of degree d then V (1) has degree pd. One may also twist
r times and obtain V (r). We do not reserve the notation F for Frobenius,
but V (r) will always indicate an r-fold Frobenius twist.
Exercise 3.14 We keep k = Fp. Let V be a finite dimensional representa-
tion of GLn. Choose a basis in V . The action of g ∈ GLn(R) on V ⊗k R is
given with respect to the chosen basis by a matrix (gij) with entries in R.
Show that the action on V (r) ⊗k R is given by the matrix (g
pr
ij ). In other
words, when the base field is Fp one may confuse precomposition by Frobe-
nius with postcomposition. For larger ground fields one would have to be
more careful.
4 Some basic notions, notations and facts for
functors
4.1 Strict polynomial functors
Let Vk be the k-linear category of finite dimensional vector spaces over a
field k. The category ΓdVk, often written Γ
dV, generalizes the Schur al-
gebras as follows. Its objects are finite dimensional vector spaces over k,
but HomΓdV(V,W ) = Γ
d(Homk(V,W )). The composition is similar to the
one in a Schur algebra. We could call ΓdVk the Schur category. The
category of strict polynomial functors of degree d is now defined, follow-
ing the exposition of Pirashvili [25], [26], as the category of k-linear func-
tors ΓdV → Vk. The reason for the word strict is simply that the ter-
minology polynomial functor already means something. There is an ob-
vious functor ιd from Vk to Γ
dV. It sends V ∈ Vk to V ∈ Γ
dV and
f ∈ Homk(V,W ) to f
⊗d. This is not k-linear when d > 1. If F ∈ Pd, let
us try to understand the composite map Homk(V,W ) → Homk(FV, FW ).
The map HomΓdV(V,W ) → Homk(FV, FW ) is k-linear and is thus given
by an element ψ of the space Homk(Γ
d(Homk(V,W )),Homk(FV, FW )) ∼=
Homk(FV, FW )⊗S
d(Homk(V,W )
∨) which also encodes the polynomial maps
from Homk(V,W ) to Homk(FV, FW ) that are homogeneous of degree d. One
checks that the composite map Homk(V,W )→ Homk(FV, FW ) is the poly-
nomial map of degree d encoded by ψ. This explains why F is called a (strict)
polynomial functor of degree d.
Remark 4.2 The original definition of Friedlander and Suslin did not use
ΓdV, but just defined strict polynomial functors of degree d as functors F :
Vk → Vk enriched with elements φV,W in Homk(FV, FW )⊗S
d(Homk(V,W )
∨)
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that satisfy appropriate conditions, like the condition that the polynomial
map Homk(V,W )→ Homk(FV, FW ) encoded by φV,W agrees with F . That
is more intuitive, but the definition by means of ΓdV is concise and has
its own advantages. In fact one may view F : ΓdV → Vk as exactly the
enrichment that Friedlander and Suslin need to add to the composite functor
Fιd. One should use both points of view. They are equivalent [25]. We will
secretly think in terms of the Friedlander and Suslin setting when that is
more convenient.
4.3 Some examples of strict polynomial functors
The functor F = ⊗d maps V ∈ ΓdV to V ⊗d. If f ∈ HomΓdV(V,W ), view f
as an element of Homk(V,W )
⊗d and define Ff : FV → FW by means of
the pairing Homk(V,W )
⊗d × V ⊗d → W⊗d which maps the pair (f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
fd, v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vd) to f1(v1)⊗ · · · ⊗ fd(vd).
The functor Γd is the subfunctor of ⊗d with value Γd(V ) on V ∈ ΓdV.
The functor Sd is the quotient functor of⊗d with value Sd(V ) on V ∈ ΓdV.
If F ∈ Pd, then its Kuhn dual F
# is defined as DFD, where DV = V ∨
is the contravariant functor on Vk or Γ
dVk sending V to its k-linear dual V
∨.
Thus Sd# = Γd.
If k has characteristic p > 0, then the r-th Frobenius twist functor I(r) ∈
Ppr is the subfunctor of S
pr such that the vector space I(r)V is generated by
the vp
r
∈ Sp
r
V . Note that every element of I(r)V is actually of the form vp
r
if k = Fp.
4.4 Polynomial representations from functors
If F ∈ Pd then F (k
n) is a polynomial representation of degree d
of GLn. The comodule structure is obtained from the homomor-
phism HomΓdV(k
n, kn) → Hom(F (kn), F (kn)) by means of the isomor-
phism Homk(HomΓdV(k
n, kn),Hom(F (kn), F (kn))) ∼= Hom(F (kn), F (kn))⊗k
Sd(Homk(k
n, kn)∨).
Friedlander and Suslin showed [11, §3] that if n ≥ d this actually pro-
vides an equivalence of categories, preserving Ext groups [11, Cor 3.12.1],
between Pd and the category of finite dimensional polynomial representa-
tions of degree d of GLn. So again there is another way to look at Pd and
we secretly think in terms of polynomial representations when we find that
more convenient.
Exercise 4.5 (Polarization) If k is a finite field and V ∈ Vk, then V is a
finite set. If dimV > 1 and d is large, then the dimension of ΓdV exceeds the
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number of elements of V so that ΓdV is certainly not spanned by elements
of the form v⊗d. On the other hand Friedlander and Suslin show that ΓdV
is spanned by such elements if k is big enough, when keeping d and dim V
fixed. So as long as one uses constructions that are compatible with base
change one may think of ΓdV as spanned by the v⊗d.
Let V = kn. Show that the v⊗d generate V as a GLn-module. Hint:
Let T be the group scheme of diagonal matrices in GLn. Show that the
weight spaces of T in ΓdV are one dimensional. Any GLn-submodule must
be a T -submodule, hence a sum of weight spaces. Now compute the weight
decomposition of v⊗d for v ∈ V .
4.6 Composition of strict polynomial functors
If F ∈ Pd, G ∈ Pe we wish to define their composite F ◦ G ∈ Pde. As-
sociated to F one has the functor Fιd : Vk → Vk and associated to G
one has Gιe : Vk → Vk. We want F ◦ G to correspond with the compos-
ite of Fιd and Gιe. For V ∈ ΓdeV one puts (F ◦ G)V = F (GV ). For
f ∈ Homk(V,W ) we want that (F ◦ G)f
⊗de equals F (G(f⊗e)⊗d). Thus let
φ : HomΓeV(V,W )→ Homk(GV,GW ) be given by G and observe that the re-
striction of Γdφ : ΓdHomΓeV(V,W )→ Γ
dHomk(GV,GW ) to Γ
deHomk(V,W )
lands in the source of the map HomΓdV(GV,GW )→ Homk(FGV, FGW ).
Exercise 4.7 Finish the definition and check all details.
In particular, the composite F ◦ I(r) is called the r-th Frobenius twist
F (r) of the functor F ∈ Pd. Recall that if n ≥ d we have an equivalence
of categories, between Pd and the category of finite dimensional polynomial
representations of GLn of degree d. Take k = Fp for simplicity. Now check
that the notion of Frobenius twist on the strict polynomial side agrees with
the notion of Frobenius twist for representations.
4.8 Untwist
For F , G ∈ Pd and r ≥ 1 we have HomPd(F,G)
∼= HomPdpr (F
(r), G(r)) by
[32, Lemma 2.2]. So to construct a morphism in Pd one may twist first. This
was well known in the context of representations of GLn, but the proof we
know there involves fppf sheaves [18, I 9.5; I 6.3].
On ExtGLn groups Frobenius twist gives injective maps [18, II 10.14], but
often no isomorphisms. Compare the formality conjecture below. In view of
the connection between ExtGLn groups and ExtPd groups we may also state
this twist injectivity as
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Theorem 4.9 (Twist Injectivity) Let F,G ∈ Pd. Precomposition by I
(1)
induces an injective map ExtiPd(F,G)→ Ext
i
Pdp
(F (1), G(1)) for every i ≥ 0.
4.10 Parametrized functors
If V ∈ ΓdV define the functor V ⊗Γ
d
k − : Γ
dV → ΓdV by sending an object W
to V ⊗k W and a morphism f ∈ HomΓdV(W,Z) to its image under Γ
d(φ) :
ΓdHomk(W,Z) → Γ
dHomk(V ⊗k W,V ⊗k Z) where φ : g 7→ idV ⊗ g. One
checks that V ⊗Γ
d
k − is functorial in V .
If F ∈ Pd, V ∈ Γ
dV , then FV denotes the composite F (V ⊗
Γd
k −),
FVW = F (V ⊗
Γd
k W ). It is covariantly functorial in V , which is why we
use a subscript. Dually, F V denotes F (Homk(V,−)) = ((F
#)V )
#. It is con-
travariantly functorial in V , which is why we use a superscript. Notice that
we did not decorate Homk with Γ
d like we did with ⊗k. We leave that to the
reader.
For example, ΓdVW = Γd(Homk(V,W )) = HomΓdV(V,W ), so that the
Yoneda lemma [36, 1.3], [19] gives
HomPd(Γ
dV , F ) ∼= FV.
As FV is exact in F , it follows that ΓdV is projective in Pd. Dually S
d
V = Γ
dV#
is injective in Pd and
HomPd(F, S
d
V )
∼= F#(V ).
4.11 An adjunction
For F , G ∈ Pd we have
HomPd(F
V , G) ∼= HomPd(F,GV )
in Pd. So F 7→ F
V has right adjoint [19] G 7→ GV . Indeed the standard map
V ⊗kHomk(V,W )→ W in Vk induces a morphism V ⊗
Γd
k Homk(V,W )→ W
in ΓdV so that if φ : F → GV one gets a map F
VW = F Homk(V,W ) →
GV Homk(V,W ) → GW , functorial in G. If G = S
d
Z then HomPd(F,GV ) →
HomPd(F
V , G) becomes the isomorphism F#(Z ⊗Γ
d
k V )→ F
#(V ⊗Γ
d
k Z). As
HomPd(−,−) is left exact, the result follows from this and functoriality in G.
4.12 Coresolutions
If dimV ≥ d then ΓdV forms a projective generator [19] of Pd and S
d
V an
injective cogenerator. Say V = kn with n ≥ d and let G = GLn again. One
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may also write G = GLV . For F ∈ Pd we have FW ∼= HomPd(F
#, SdW )
∼=
HomG(F
#V, SdWV ) →֒ Homk(F
#V, SdWV )
∼= Homk(F
#V, SdVW ), functorially
in W , so that
F →֒ Homk(F
#V, SdV ).
And Homk(F
#V, SdV ) is just a direct sum of dimF
#V copies of SdV , so it is
injective and we conclude that Pd has enough injectives. Therefore we know
now how to build injective coresolutions consisting of direct sums of copies
of SdV . As EndPd(S
d
V )
∼= EndΓdV(V ) we also have a grip on the differentials
in these coresolutions.
So far we discussed coresolving an object of Pd. We also want to coresolve
cochain complexes. When we speak of a cochain complex C• we do not
assume C i to vanish for i < 0. When f is a cochain map, we may use the
symbol →֒ to indicate that is an injective cochain map. If
C• = · · ·
d
→ C−1
d
→ C0
d
→ C1
d
→ · · ·
is a cochain complex in Pd then one may find an injective cochain map C
• →֒
J• with each J i injective and J i zero when C i is zero. This is clear when C• is
an easy complex like · · · → 0→ F → 0→ · · · or · · · → 0→ F
id
→ F → 0 · · ·.
Any C• can be embedded into a direct sum of such easy complexes.
Recall that a cochain map f : C• → D• is called a quasi-isomorphism if
each H i(f) : H i(C•)→ H i(D•) is an isomorphism.
If C• is a cochain complex in Pd that is bounded below, meaning that
Cj = 0 for j ≪ 0, then one may find a quasi-isomorphism C• →֒ J• with
each J j injective and J j zero when j ≪ 0. One may construct J• as the total
complex of a double complex K•• obtained by coresolving like this: Construct
an exact complex of complexes 0→ C• → K•0 → K
•
1 → · · · where the K
•
i are
complexes of injectives with Kji = 0 when C
j = 0. (Our double complexes
commute so that a total complex requires appropriate signs.) One calls
C• →֒ J•, or simply J•, an injective coresolution of C•. Notice that we prefer
our injective coresolutions to be injective as cochain maps, as indicated by
the symbol →֒. But any quasi-isomorphism C• → J• with each J j injective
is called an injective coresolution of C•.
If f : J• → J˜• is a quasi-isomorphism of bounded below complexes of
injectives, then the mapping cone of f is a bounded below acyclic complex
of injectives, hence split and contractible, and f is a homotopy equivalence
[4, Proposition 0.3, Proposition 0.7].
Remark 4.13 Actually Pd has finite global dimension [37] by [18, A.11]
so that even for an unbounded complex C• there is a quasi-isomorphism
C• →֒ J• with each J j injective. Indeed the coresolution 0 → C• → K•0 →
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K•1 → · · · may be terminated and thus one may use the total complex of
the finite width double complex K•0 → K
•
1 → · · · → K
•
M . Also, a bounded
complex is quasi-isomorphic to a bounded complex of injectives. (A complex
C• is called bounded if C i vanishes for |i| ≫ 0.) Passing to Kuhn duals
one also sees that a bounded complex is quasi-isomorphic to a complex of
projectives that is bounded.
Exercise 4.14 Let C• →֒ D• be a quasi-isomorphism and let C• → E• be
a cochain map. Then E• →֒ (D• ⊕E•)/C• is a quasi-isomorphism. There is
a commutative diagram
C• →֒ D•
↓ ↓
E• →֒ F •
with E• →֒ F • a quasi-isomorphism. (Hint: One may also construct an
anticommutative square.) We will refer to this diagram as the base change
diagram.
Let K+Pd be the homotopy category [37, Exercise 1.4.5] of bounded be-
low cochain complexes in Pd. If f : J
• → C• is a quasi-isomorphism of
bounded below complexes and the J i are injectives, then f defines a split
monomorphism in K+Pd.
The injective coresolution of a bounded below complex is unique up to
homotopy equivalence. Here one does not require the coresolutions to be
injective as cochain maps. (But to prove it, consider a pair of injective
coresolutions with at least one of the two injective as cochain map. Then use
base change and coresolve.)
Let A• be an exact bounded below complex. Its injective coresolutions
are contractible. If f : A• → J˜• is a cochain map and J˜• is a bounded below
complexes of injectives, then f is homotopic to zero. (Hint: Take C• = A•
and E• = J˜• in the base change diagram.)
Let f : J• → J˜• be a morphism of bounded below complexes of injectives.
If there is a quasi-isomorphism g : C• →֒ J• so that fg = 0, then f factors
through J•/C• and is thus homotopic to zero.
Definition 4.15 We say that two complexes C•, D• are quasi-isomorphic
if there are complexes E•0 , . . . , E
•
2n and quasi-isomorphisms fi : E
•
2i → E
•
2i+1,
gi : E
•
2i+2 → E
•
2i+1 with E
•
0 = C
•, E•2n = D
•. Thus C•, D• are joined by
zigzags of quasi-isomorphisms E•2i → E
•
2i+1 ← E
•
2i+2.
It follows from exercise 4.14 that injective coresolutions of quasi-
isomorphic bounded below complexes are homotopy equivalent. This fact
will underlie our choice of model for the derived category (cf. [37, Theorem
10.4.8]).
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5 Precomposition by Frobenius
We will need the derived category DbPd to discuss the formality conjecture
of Cha lupnik, which is formulated in terms of DbPd. In 6.8 we will turn to
the collapsing conjecture of Touze´. Its formulation and proof do not need
anything about derived categories. That part of the story can be told entirely
on the level of spectral sequences of bicomplexes, but we leave it to the reader
to disentangle the derived categories from the spectral sequences. We find
the analogy between the formality problem and the collapsing conjecture
instructive. Our use of derived categories is rather basic. We will model the
derived category DbPd by a certain homotopy category K
bId. We could have
phrased almost everything in terms of that homotopy category, but we like
derived categories and their intimate connections with spectral sequences.
On closer inspection the reader will find that even the existence of DbPd
is not essential for the heart of the arguments. One may simply view D+Pd
as a source of inspiration and notation.
5.1 Derived categories
One gets the derived category D+Pd from the category of bounded below
cochain complexes in Pd by forcing quasi-isomorphic complexes to be isomor-
phic. There are several ways to do that. The usual way is by formally in-
verting the quasi-isomorphisms. (The objects of the category do not change.
Only the morphism sets are changed when throwing in formal inverses.)
In our case there is a good alternative: Replace every complex by an
injective coresolution, then compute up to homotopy. In fact, if C•, D•
are bounded below cochain complexes and D• →֒ J˜• is an injective cores-
olution, then HomD+Pd(C
•, D•) may be identified by [37, Cor 10.4.7] with
HomK+Pd(C
•, J˜•), where K+Pd is the homotopy category [37, Exercise 1.4.5]
of bounded below cochain complexes in Pd. One does not need to coresolve
C• here, but one may coresolve it too. If J• is an injective coresolution of
C•, then HomK+Pd(C
•, J˜•) is isomorphic to HomK+Pd(J
•, J˜•).
Note that a cochain map f : C• → D• is homotopic to zero if and only
if it factors through the mapping cone of id : D• → D•. And this mapping
cone is quasi-isomorphic to the zero complex. Taking into account the k-
linear structure it is thus not surprising that inverting quasi-isomorphisms
forces homotopic cochain maps to become equal [37, Examples 10.3.2]. The
derived category may also be described [37, 10.3] by first passing to K+Pd
and then inverting the quasi-isomorphisms.
Consider the full subcategory K+Id of the homotopy category whose ob-
jects are bounded below complexes of injectives in Pd. It maps into D
+Pd
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and K+Id → D
+Pd is an equivalence of categories [37, Theorem 10.4.8]. One
retracts D+Pd back to K
+Id by sending a complex C
• to an injective cores-
olution J• of C•. We use K+Id as our working definition of D
+Pd. Note
that the definition of K+Id is easy. No formal inverting is needed. The way
it works is that, when we try to understand morphisms in D+Pd, we may
model an object of D+Pd by means of its image under the retract.
We view Pd as a subcategory of D
+Pd in the usual way: Associate to
F ∈ Pd [an injective coresolution of] the complex · · · → 0 → F → 0 → · · ·
with F in degree zero. Write the complex as F [−m] when F is placed in
degree m instead. The derived category encodes Ext groups as follows [37,
10.7]. If F , G ∈ Pd then
HomD+Pd(F [−m], G[−n])
∼= Extm−nPd (F,G).
One also has the bounded derived category DbPd which we think of as the
full subcategory of D+Pd whose objects C have vanishing H
i(C) for i ≫ 0.
Let KbId be the subcategory of K
+Id whose objects are homotopy equivalent
to a bounded complex of injectives in Pd. Then K
bId is our working definition
of DbPd. (Recall that Pd has finite cohomological dimension.)
5.2 The adjoint of the twist
We now aim for a formality conjecture of Cha lupnik [6] related to the col-
lapsing conjecture of Touze´ [32, Conjecture 8.1]. These conjectures imply
a powerful formula (Exercise 5.8) for the effect of Frobenius twist on Ext
groups in the category of strict polynomial functors. For the application to
the (CFG) conjecture we will need to extend the theory from strict polyno-
mial functors to strict polynomial bifunctors, but the difficulties are already
visible for strict polynomial functors.
Let A ∈ Pe. The example we have in mind is A = I
(r), the r-th Frobenius
twist. Precomposition with A defines a functor Pd → Pde : F 7→ F ◦ A. So
the example we have in mind is F 7→ F (r). The functor F 7→ F ◦ A extends
to a functor −◦A : KbId → D
bPde, hence a functor D
bPd → D
bPde. We first
seek its right adjoint KrA. For an object J
• of KbIde put
KrA(J
•)(V ) := HomPde(Γ
dV ◦ A, J•),
where the right hand side is viewed as a complex in Pd of functors V 7→
HomPde(Γ
dV ◦A, J i). Observe that this complex is homotopy equivalent to a
bounded complex. If G ∈ DbPde, then we take an injective coresolution J
•
of G and put KrA(G) := K
r
A(J
•). Our claim is that
HomDbPde(F ◦ A,G) = HomDbPd(F,K
r
A(G)),
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for F ∈ DbPd, G ∈ D
bPde.
Now take Z ∈ ΓdeV of dimension at least de. Then every object in D+Pde
is quasi-isomorphic to one of the form
G = · · · → kni ⊗k S
de
Z → k
ni+1 ⊗k S
de
Z → · · · ,
so we may assume that G is actually of this form. Notice that kni ⊗k S
de
Z →
kni+1 ⊗k S
de
Z is given by an ni+1 by ni matrix with entries in EndΓdeV(Z). We
may also assume F = F • consists of projectives and is bounded. (We wish to
use balancing [37, 2.7], which is the principle that both projective resolutions
and injective coresolutions may be used to compute ‘hyper Ext’. See also sec-
tion 5.13. We do not use an injective coresolution of F .) Put Fi = F
−i. Now
HomD+Pde(F ◦ A,G) is computed as the H
0 of the total complex associated
to the bicomplex HomPde(Fi ◦ A,G
j) and HomDbPd(F,K
r
A(G)) is similarly
computed by way of a bicomplex [37, 2.7.5, Cor 10.4.7]. So let us compare
the bicomplexes. We have HomPde(Fi◦A,G
j) = HomPde(Fi◦A, k
nj⊗kS
de
Z ) =
knj ⊗k HomPde(Fi ◦ A, S
de
Z ) = k
nj ⊗k (Fi ◦ A)
#Z and HomPd(Fi,K
r
A(G)
j) =
HomPd(Fi, V 7→ HomPde(Γ
dV ◦ A, knj ⊗k S
de
Z )) = k
nj ⊗k HomPd(Fi, (V 7→
(ΓdV ◦ A)#Z)) = knj ⊗k HomPd(Fi, S
d
A#Z
) = knj ⊗k F
#
i A
#Z. The claim
follows. (Exercise.)
Remark 5.3 These bicomplexes HomPde(Fi◦A,G
j) and HomPd(Fi,K
r
A(G)
j)
are meaningful by themselves. The fact that their total complexes are quasi-
isomorphic may also serve as motivation for the definition of KrA(G). This
does not explicitly involve the derived category. It is closer in spirit to section
5.13. The bicomplexes do not require that F • is a bounded complex of
projectives. A bounded above complex of projectives would do.
5.4 Formality
A bounded below cochain complex C• in Pd is called formal if it is isomor-
phic in the derived category D+Pd to a complex E
• with zero differential.
Notice that here we do not replace E• with an injective coresolution, be-
cause that usually spoils the vanishing of the differential. Notice also that
Ei ∼= H i(E•) ∼= H i(C•). One can show that the isomorphism in the derived
category is given by a single zigzag of quasi-isomorphisms C• → D• ← E•
or, dually, a single zigzag of quasi-isomorphisms C• ← D• → E•. One may
also define a cochain complex to be formal if it is quasi-isomorphic in the
sense of definition 4.15 to a complex with zero differential. So one does not
need the derived category to introduce formality.
Exercise 5.5 A complex has differential zero if and only if it is a direct sum
of complexes each of which is concentrated in one degree.
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Let m be an integer. Let C• be a bounded below cochain complex with
H i(C•) = 0 for i 6= m. Show that C• is formal by constructing a zigzag of
quasi-isomorphisms C• ←֓ D• ։ E• where Di = 0 for i > m, Ei = 0 for
i 6= m.
Remark 5.6 Let the 2-fold extension 0→ F → G
f
→ H → K → 0 represent
[1, 2.6] a nonzero element of Ext2Pd(K,F ). One can show that
· · · → 0→ G
f
→ H → 0→ · · ·
is not formal.
For example, consider the 2-fold extension
0→ I(1) → Sp
α
→ Γp → I(1) → 0
of [11, Lemma 4.12] where αV : S
p(V ) → Γp(V ) is the symmetrization ho-
momorphism, αV (v1 · · · vp) =
∑
σ∈Sp
vσ−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ vσ−1(p). It represents a
nontrivial class by [11, Lemma 4.12, Theorem 1.2]. So
· · · → 0→ Sp
α
→ Γp → 0→ · · ·
is not formal. See also Exercise 5.11.
Now let A = I(r). Then we write KrA as K
r. Let Er be the graded vector
space of dimension pr which equals k in dimensions 2i, 0 ≤ i < pr. We view
any graded vector space also as a cochain complex with zero differential and
as a Gm-module with weight j in degree j. For example, if G ∈ Pd then
the Gm action on Er induces one on GEr so that GEr is graded and thus a
complex with differential zero.
A conjecture of Cha lupnik, now says
Conjecture 5.7 (Formality) For G in Pd one has K
r(G(r)) ∼= GEr in
DbPd. In particular, K
r(G(r)) is formal.
This is a variant of the collapsing conjecture of Touze´ [32, Conjecture 8.1].
It is stronger. Both conjectures are theorems now [6], [33], 5.15.
Note that GEr is formal by definition. Note also that all its weights are
even. So as a cochain complex it lives in even degrees. That already implies
formality.
Exercise 5.8 (Compare [33, Corollary 5].) Let F , G ∈ Pd. Assuming the
formality conjecture, define a grading on Ext•(F,GEr) so that its degree i
subspace is isomorphic to ExtiPprd(F
(r), G(r)).
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Remark 5.9 Let J• be a bounded injective coresolution of G(r). If one can
show formality of Kr(J•), then one can also show it is quasi-isomorphic to
GEr . The main problem is formality of K
r(J•). This problem does not
require derived categories. But the problem is easier to motivate in the
language of derived categories.
Following suggestions by Touze´ let us give some evidence for the formality
conjecture in the simplest case: p = 2, r = 1. Instead of Kr(G(1)) we will
study Kr(G(1)) ◦ I(1) and show that it is formal. So we will be off by one
Frobenius twist. While we know how to untwist in Pd context, something
more will be needed to do untwisting in DbPd context. We postpone this
issue until 5.15.
NowKr(G(1))◦I(1) is represented by the complex HomP2d(Γ
dV (1) ◦I(1), J•)
in P2d, where J
• is a bounded injective coresolution of G(1). Observe
that ΓdV
(1)
◦ I(1) = (Γd(1))V . This is where the extra twist helps: It
turns out that (Γd(1))V is easier than ΓdV ◦ I(1). Rewrite our complex as
HomP2d(J
•#, (Sd(1))V ). We first recall a standard injective coresolution of
(Sd(1))V .
5.10 A standard coresolution in characteristic two
It is here that the assumptions on p and r help. In general one needs the
Troesch complexes to see that Kr(G(r)) ◦ I(r) equals GEr ◦ I
(r) in DbPprd and
we refer to [32], [33] for details.
Let T be the group scheme of diagonal matrices in GL2. If W ∈ Vk then
T acts through k2 on the symmetric algebra S∗(k2 ⊗k W ) with weight space
Si(W )⊗kS
j(W ) of weight (i, j). So the Si(W )⊗kS
j(W ) are direct summands
of Si+j
k2
(W ) and Si ⊗k S
j is an injective in Pi+j because it is a summand of
an injective. Now recall p = 2. We make the algebra S∗(k2 ⊗k W ) =
S∗W ⊗k S
∗W into a differential graded algebra with differential d whose
restriction to S1(k2⊗kW ) is given by
(
0 0
1 0
)
⊗ idW . So ifW has dimension
one then the differential graded algebra is isomorphic to the polynomial ring
k[x, y] in two variables and the differential is y ∂
∂x
. The subcomplex S2nW →
S2n−1W ⊗k S
1W → · · · → S2n−iW ⊗k S
iW → · · ·S1W ⊗k S
2n−1W → S2nW
is a coresolution of SnW (1). (Exercise. Use the exponential property.) So we
have a standard coresolution
S2n → S2n−1 ⊗k S
1 → · · · → S2n−i ⊗k S
i → · · ·S1 ⊗ S2n−1 → S2n → 0
of Sn(1). We now coresolve (Sd(1))V by
R2d•V : S
2d
V → S
2d−1
V ⊗k S
1
V → · · ·S
2d−i
V ⊗k S
i
V → · · · → S
1
V ⊗k S
2d−1
V → S
2d
V .
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Exercise 5.11 Keep p = 2. Determine HomP2(S
2, S2) and HomP2(Γ
2, I⊗I).
Show there is no nonzero cochain map from the complex
C• : · · · → 0→ S2
α
−→ Γ2 −→ 0→ 0→ · · ·
of Remark 5.6 to the injective coresolution
D• : · · · → 0→ S2 → I ⊗ I → S2 → 0→ · · ·
of I(1). (In both complexes the first S2 is placed in degree 0.) By [37, Cor
10.4.7] this implies there is no nonzero morphism from C• toD• in the derived
category D+P2. Confirm the claim in Remark 5.6 that C
• is not formal.
5.12 Formality continued
We are studying the complex HomP2d(J
•#, (Sd(1))V ) in P2d up to quasi-
isomorphism. We may replace it with the total complex of the double
complex HomP2d(J
•#, R2d•V ) and then (by ‘balance’ [37, 2.7]) with the com-
plex HomP2d(G
(1)#, R2d•V ) in P2d. If one forgets the differential then this
is just HomP2d(G
(1)#, S2d
k2⊗kV
) = G(1)(k2 ⊗k V ) and we now inspect its
weight spaces for our torus T . Because of the Frobenius twist in G(1) the
weights are all multiples of p, and p equals 2 now. On the other hand, on
HomP2d(G
(1)#, S2d−iV ⊗k S
i
V ) the weight is simply (2d − i, i). So the only
nonzero terms in the complex HomP2d(G
(1)#, R2d•V ) are in even degrees and
formality follows. Moreover, in even degree 2i one gets the weight space of
degree (2d − 2i, 2i) of G(1)(k2 ⊗k V ). Let Gm act on k
2 with weight zero
on (1, 0) and weight one on (0, 1). So now E1 = (k
2)(1) as Gm-modules.
As a (graded) functor in V we get that HomP2d(G
(1)#, R2d•V ) is (G
(1))k2 or
GE1 ◦ I
(1). So we have seen that for p = 2, r = 1 the complex Kr(J•) ◦ I(1) is
quasi-isomorphic to GEr ◦ I
(1). That means that Kr(G(r)) ◦ I(1) ∼= GEr ◦ I
(1)
in D+P2d for p = 2, r = 1.
Now we would like to untwist to get the formality conjecture for p = 2,
r = 1. It is not obvious how to do that. One needs constructions with
better control of the functorial behavior. In his solution in [30] of the (CFG)
conjecture Touze´ faced similar difficulties. As standard coresolutions he used
Troesch coresolutions. They are not functorial. This is the main obstacle that
he had to get around in order to construct the classes c[m]. His approach in
[30] is to invent a new category, the twist-compatible category, on which the
Troesch construction is functorial and which is just big enough to contain a
repeated reduced bar construction that coresolves divided powers.
In the proof [33] of the collapsing conjecture a different argument is used.
We call it untwisting the collapse of a hyper Ext spectral sequence. It comes
next.
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5.13 Untwisting the collapse of a hyper Ext spectral
sequence
Let C• be a bounded above complex in Pd and D
• a bounded below complex
in Pd. Put Ci = C
−i. Let J• be a bounded below complex of injectives that
coresolves D•. The homology groups of the total complex TotHomPd(C•, J
•)
of the bicomplex HomPd(Ci, J
j) are known as hyper Ext groups of C•, D•.
Consider the second spectral sequence of the bicomplex HomPd(Ci, J
j)
Eij2 = H
iHomPd(Hj(C•), J
•)⇒ H i+j TotHomPd(C•, J
•).
We call it the hyper Ext spectral sequence associated with (C•, D•). It is co-
variantly functorial inD• and contravariantly functorial in C•. Say C˜• → C•,
D• → D˜• are quasi-isomorphisms. Let J˜• be an injective coresolution of D˜•.
Then J•, J˜• are quasi-isomorphic complexes of injectives, hence homotopy
equivalent. The hyper Ext spectral sequence associated with (C•, D•) is
isomorphic with the hyper Ext spectral sequence associated with (C˜•, D˜•).
(Check this.) In particular, if C• is formal, then the spectral sequence is
a direct sum of spectral sequences with just one row, so that the spectral
sequence degenerates at page two. We also say that the spectral sequence
collapses.
Now suppose that we do not know that C• is formal, but only that C•(1)
is formal. Frobenius twist G 7→ G(1) defines an embedding of Pd into Pdp.
Coresolving J•(1) we get a map from the hyper Ext spectral sequence E
of (C•, D•) to the hyper Ext spectral sequence E˜ of (C•(1), D•(1)). Now we
make the extra assumption that D• is concentrated in one degree. Say degree
zero, to keep notations simple. Write D• as D. Then the second page of E
is given by Eij2 = Ext
i
Pd
(Hj(C•), D) and the second page of E˜ is given by
E˜ij2 = Ext
i
Pdp
(Hj(C•)
(1), D(1)). Now the map Eij2 → E˜
ij
2 is injective by the
Twist Injectivity Theorem 4.9. We conclude that E itself degenerates at page
two by means of the following basic lemma about spectral sequences.
Lemma 5.14 Let E → E˜ be a morphism of spectral sequences that is injec-
tive at the second page. If E˜ degenerates at page two, then so does E.
Proof
The second page E2 of E with differential d2 may be viewed as a subcomplex
of E˜2 with differential d˜2. So the differential d2 of E2 vanishes and E3 → E˜3
is also injective. But the differential of E˜3 vanishes, so the differential of E3
vanishes again. Repeat. 
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So we do not need the formality of C• to conclude the collapsing of Eij2 =
ExtiPd(Hj(C•), D) ⇒ H
i+j TotHomPd(C•, J
•). Formality of C•(1) suffices.
We have ‘untwisted’ the collapsing.
Exercise 5.15 (Untwisting Formality) Let C• be a bounded complex in Pd
such that C•(1) is formal and let D• a formal bounded below complex in
Pd. Show that the hyper Ext spectral sequence E of (C
•, D•) collapses.
Say C• has nonzero cohomology. Put m = min{ i | H i(C•) 6= 0 }. Now
take for D• the maximal subcomplex of C• with Di = 0 for i > m. Then
Hm(D•) → Hm(C•) is an isomorphism and H i(D•) = 0 for i 6= m. The
complex D• is formal. LetD• → J• be an injective coresolution again. Recall
that H0(TotHomPd(C•, J
•)) = HomK+Pd(C
•, J•) by [37, 2.7.5]. Compare
the collapsed hyper Ext spectral sequences of (C•, D•) and (D•, D•). Show
that HomK+Pd(C
•, J•) → HomK+Pd(D
•, J•) is surjective. Choose f : C• →
J• so that the composite D• → C•
f
→ J• is a quasi-isomorphism. Show
that C• is quasi-isomorphic to J• ⊕ (C•/D•). Show that C• is formal by
induction on the number of nontrivial H i(C•). This establishes untwisting
of formality. Notice that we did not mention DbPd in this exercise. But recall
that HomD+Pd(C
•, D•) may be identified with HomK+Pd(C
•, J•).
This finishes the proof of the formality conjecture for the case: p = 2,
r = 1.
6 Bifunctors and CFG
There are some more ingredients entering into the proof of the CFG theorem
in [31]. The paper [31] has an extensive introduction, which we recommend
to the reader. We now provide a companion to that introduction.
The proof of the CFG conjecture takes several steps. First one reduces
to the case of GLn. This uses a transfer principle, reminiscent of Shapiro’s
Lemma, that can be traced back to the nineteenth century. Next one needs to
know about Grosshans graded algebras and good filtrations. The case were
the coefficient algebra A is a Grosshans graded algebra lies in between the
general case and the case of good filtration. In the good filtration case CFG
is known by invariant theory. There is a spectral sequence connecting the
Grosshans graded case with the general case and another spectral sequence
connecting it with the good filtration case. We need to get these spectral
sequences under control. That is done by finding an algebra of operators,
operating on the spectral sequences, and establishing finiteness properties
of the spectral sequences with respect to the operators. It is here that the
classes of Touze´ come in. They allow a better grip on the operators.
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Now we introduce some of these notions.
6.1 Costandard modules
Let k = Fp and put G = GLn, n ≥ 2. We have already introduced the torus
T of diagonal matrices. Our standard Borel group B will be the subgroup
scheme with B(R) equal to the subgroup of upper triangular matrices of
G(R). Similarly U , the unipotent radical of B, is the subgroup scheme with
U(R) equal to the subgroup of upper triangular matrices with ones on the
diagonal. The Grosshans height ht, also known as the sum of the coroots
associated to the positive roots, is given by
ht(λ) =
∑
i<j
λi − λj =
∑
i
(n− 2i+ 1)λi.
Here we use the ancient convention that the roots of B are positive. If V is a
representation of G, let us say that it has highest weight λ if λ is a weight of
V and all other weights µ have strictly smaller Grosshans height ht(µ). (This
nonstandard convention is good enough for the present purpose.) Irreducible
G-modules have a highest weight and are classified up to isomorphism by
that weight. Write L(λ) for the irreducible module with highest weight λ.
The weight space of weight λ in L(λ) is one dimensional and equal to the
subspace L(λ)U of U -invariants.
We now switch to geometric language as if we are dealing with varieties.
In other words, we switch from the setting of group schemes [7], [18], [36] to
algebraic groups and varieties defined over Fp [29].
The flag variety [29, 8.5]G/B is a projective variety [17, I §2], [29, 1.7], not
an affine variety. Given L(λ) as above there is an equivariant line bundle [29,
8.5.7] Lλ on G/B so that its module ∇(λ) of global sections [29, 8.5.7-8] on
G/B has a unique irreducible submodule, and this submodule is isomorphic
to L(λ). The costandard module ∇(λ) is finite dimensional (because G/B
is a projective variety). The weight space of weight λ in ∇(λ) is also one
dimensional and equal to the subspace ∇(λ)U of U -invariants. Every other
G-module V whose weight space Vλ of weight λ is one dimensional and equal
to V U embeds into ∇(λ). Kempf vanishing [18, II Chapter 4] says that Lλ
has no higher sheaf cohomology on G/B. One derives from this [5] that
H>0(G,∇(λ)) vanishes. All nontrivial cohomology of G-modules is due to
the distinction between the irreducible modules L(λ) and the costandard
modules ∇(λ). The dimensions of the weight spaces of ∇(λ) are given by
the famous Weyl character formula
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Char(∇(λ)) =
∑
w∈W (−1)
ℓ(w)ew(λ+ρ)
eρ
∏
α>0(1− e
α)
.
We do not explain the precise meaning here but just observe that the formula
is characteristic free. The dimensions of the weight spaces of ∇(λ) are the
same as in the irreducible GLn(C)-module with highest weight λ. Determin-
ing the dimensions of the weight spaces of L(λ) is less easy in general, to put
it mildly.
Example 6.2 Let V = kn be the defining representation of GLn over
Fp. The symmetric powers S
m(V ) are costandard modules. More specifi-
cally, Sm(V ) is ∇((m, 0, · · · , 0)). When m = pr the irreducible submodule
L((m, 0, · · · , 0)) of Sm(V ) is spanned by the vp
r
.
If V is a nonzero G-submodule of ∇(λ) then it determines a map φV from
the flag varietyG/B to the projective space whose points are codimension one
subspaces of V , or one dimensional subspaces of V ∨. (To a point of G/B one
associates the codimension one subspace of V consisting of sections vanishing
at the point. Then one takes the elements in the dual that vanish on the
codimension one subspace.) The image of G/B under φV is isomorphic to
G/P˜ , where P˜ is the scheme theoretic stabilizer of the image of the point B.
Here ‘scheme theoretic’ indicates that the functorial interpretation of group
schemes is needed. The image of the point B is the highest weight space
of V ∨. The group scheme P˜ need not be reduced [21], [38], but the image
of P˜ under a sufficiently high power F r of the Frobenius homomorphism
F : G→ G is the stabilizer P of the highest weight space of ∇(λ)∨. This P
is an ordinary parabolic subgroup [29, 6.2] and thus reduced, meaning that
its coordinate ring is reduced. There is a graded algebra associated with the
image of φV . This algebra AV is known as coordinate ring of the affine cone
over the image of φV . It is a graded k-algebra, generated as a k-algebra by its
degree one part, which is V . This is typical for closed subsets of a projective
space: Such a subset does not have an ordinary coordinate ring like an affine
variety would, but a graded coordinate ring [17, II Corollary 5.16].
Similarly one has a graded algebra
A∇(λ) =
⊕
m≥0
Γ(G/B,Lmλ )
associated with the image G/P of G/B in the projective space whose points
are codimension one subspaces of ∇(λ). The algebra AV may be embedded
into A∇(λ). Mathieu observed [20, 3.4] that the two affine cones have the
same rational points over fields and concluded from this that for r ≫ 0 the
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smaller algebra contains all f p
r
for f in the larger algebra. This is not always
the same r as in F r above.
6.3 Grosshans filtration
The situation above generalizes. If V is a possibly infinite dimensional G-
module we define its Grosshans filtration to be the filtration V≤−1 = 0 ⊆
V≤0 ⊆ V≤1 ⊆ V≤2 · · · where V≤i is the largest G-submodule of V all whose
weights µ satisfy ht(µ) ≤ i. The associated graded
⊕
i V≤i/V≤i−1 we call
the Grosshans graded grV . It can naturally be embedded into a direct sum
hull∇(grV ) of costandard modules in such a way that no new U -invariants
are introduced: (gr V )U = (hull∇(grV ))
U . We say that V has good filtration
[18, II 4.16 Remarks] if gr V itself is a direct sum of costandard modules, in
which case gr V = hull∇(gr V ) [14, Theorem 16]. As costandard modules have
no higher G-cohomology, a module with good filtration has vanishing higher
G-cohomology. One says that a module has finite good filtration dimension
if it has a finite coresolution by modules with good filtration. Such a module
has only finitely many nonzero G-cohomology groups.
If A ∈ Rgk is a k-algebra with G-action, so that the multiplication map
A ⊗k A → A is a G-module map, then grA and hull∇(grA) are also k-
algebras with G-action. Moreover, if A is of finite type, then so are grA and
hull∇(grA) by Grosshans [14]. And then there is an r so that grA contains
all f p
r
for f in the larger algebra hull∇(grA). All higher G-cohomology of
A is due to the distinction between grA and hull∇(grA). It is here that
Frobenius twists and Frobenius kernels enter the picture. (In this subject
area a Frobenius kernel refers to the finite group scheme which is the scheme
theoretic kernel of an iterated Frobenius map F r : G → G.) In general we
have no grip on the size of the minimal r so that grA contains all f p
r
. This
is where the results get much more qualitative than those of Friedlander and
Suslin.
Problem 6.4 Given your favorite A, estimate the r such that grA contains
all f p
r
for f in the larger algebra hull∇(grA). Such an estimate is desirable
because one may give a bound on the Krull dimension ofHeven(G,A) in terms
of r, n and dimA by inspecting the proof in [31].
6.5 The classes of Touze´
The adjoint representation gln of GLn is defined as the k-module of n by
n matrices over k with GLn(R) acting by conjugation on the set Mn(R) =
gln⊗kR of n by n matrices over R. This is also known as the adjoint action
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on the Lie algebra. The adjoint representation is not a polynomial repre-
sentation as soon as n ≥ 2. We now have all the ingredients to state the
theorem of Touze´ on lifted classes proved using strict polynomial bifunctors.
The base ring is our field k = Fp and n ≥ 2.
Theorem 6.6 (Touze´ [30]. Lifted universal cohomology classes)
There are cohomology classes c[m] so that
1. c[1] ∈ H2(GLn, gl
(1)
n ) is nonzero,
2. For m ≥ 1 the class c[m] ∈ H2m(GLn,Γ
m(gl(1)n )) lifts c[1] ∪ · · · ∪ c[1] ∈
H2m(GLn,
⊗m(gl(1)n )).
6.7 Strict polynomial bifunctors
The representations Γm(gl(1)n )) in the ‘lifted classes’ theorem of Touze´ are
not polynomial. To capture their behavior one needs the strict polynomial
bifunctors of Franjou and Friedlander [10]. We already encountered them
in disguise when discussing parametrized functors. An example of a strict
polynomial bifunctor is the bifunctor
HomΓdVk(−1,−2) : Γ
dV
op
k × Γ
dVk → Vk; (V,W ) 7→ HomΓdVk(V,W ).
It is contravariant in −1 and covariant in −2. More generally one could
consider the category Pde of k-bilinear functors Γ
dV
op
k × Γ
eVk → Vk. Do not
get confused by the strange notation Pop × P for
⊕
d,eP
d
e used in [10]. It is
not a product.
If A and B are k-linear categories, then one can form the k-linear category
A⊗k B whose objects are pairs (A,B) with A ∈ A, B ∈ B. For morphisms
one puts HomA⊗kB((A,B), (A
′, B′)) = HomA(A,A
′) ⊗k HomB(B,B
′). One
may then define the category Pde of strict polynomial bifunctors of bidegree
(d, e) to be the category of k-linear functors from ΓdV
op
k ⊗k Γ
eVk to Vk.
One gets more bifunctors by composition. For instance, Γm(gl(1)) is
the strict polynomial bifunctor of bidegree (mp,mp) sending (V,W ) to
Γm(gl(V (1),W (1))), where gl means Homk. The GLn-module Γ
m(gl(1)n ) is
obtained by substituting kn for both V and W in (V,W ) 7→ Γm(gl(1))(V,W ).
Such substitution defines a functor Pdd → ModGLn and for n ≥ d a theorem
of Franjou and Friedlander gives
Ext•
Pd
d
(Γd gl, F ) ∼= H•(GLn, F (k
n, kn)).
The map from the left hand side to the right hand side goes by way of
Ext•
GLn
(Γd gln, F (k
n, kn)). The invariant id⊗d ∈ Γd gln gives a GLn-module
map k → Γd gln which allows one to go on to Ext
•
GLn
(k, F (kn, kn)) =
H•(GLn, F (k
n, kn)).
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6.8 The collapsing theorem for bifunctors
In order to explain the collapsing theorem for strict polynomial bifunctors in
[33] we need to introduce a few counterparts of definitions given above for
strict polynomial functors.
So let B ∈ Pde be a bifunctor and let Z ∈ Γ
eV. Then the parametrized
bifunctor BZ is defined by parametrizing the covariant variable: BZ(V,W ) =
B(V, Z ⊗Γ
d
k W ). Now assume Z comes with an action of Gm. Then Gm acts
on BZ and we write B
t
Z for the weight space of weight t. The example we
have in mind is Z = Er as in 5.4.
Define a Frobenius twist B(r) of B by precomposition with I(r) in both
variables: B(r)(V,W ) = B(V (r),W (r)).
Theorem 6.9 (Collapsing of the Twisting Spectral Sequence [33])
Let B ∈ Pdd . There is a first quadrant spectral sequence
Est2 = Ext
s
Pd
d
(Γd gl, BtEr)⇒ Ext
s+t
P
pd
pd
(Γdp gl, B(r))
and this spectral sequence collapses.
The proof of this theorem uses the themes that we seen above for ordinary
polynomial functors:
• adjoint of the twist,
• formality after twisting,
• untwisting a collapse.
Once one has the theorem one gets a much better grip on the connection
between H2m(GLn,Γ
m(gl(1)n )) and H
2m(GLn,
⊗m(gl(1)n )). This then leads to
the second generation construction of the classes of Touze´ [33].
6.10 How the classes of Touze´ help
We find it hard to improve on the introduction to [31]. Go read it.
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